THE EXTRAORDINARY ART OF AESTHETICS

THE COLORS THAT MAKES YOU THINK TWICE

ACRYLIC LAMINATES
SOLEMNLY
SUBDUED
IN SHINE,
CREATE AN
INDELIBLE
MARK

DISCOVER THE NEW APPLE LAM SURFACE
DESIGNED TO ALLOW YOU TO EXPRESS ALL
OF YOUR CREATIVITY ON INTERIOR DESIGN
PROJECTS. MORE COLOR, MORE FINISHES,
APPLE LAM SURFACE INNOVATES TO
BRING YOU DECORATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR
ELEGANCE INTERIOR. APPLE LAM SURFACE,
INNOVATION AT THE SERVICE OF DESIGN.
WE CREATE FOR YOU.
There Can Be Colour Variation In Material From Different Batches. It Is Advised To Use Same Batch Material To Avoid Colour Variation. Actual Colour Of The Laminate Sheet May Vary From This Brochure.
There can be colour variation in material from different batches. It is advised to use the same batch material to avoid colour variation. Actual colour of the laminate sheet may vary from this brochure.

STELLAR VIBRANT VIBES

bring your visions to reality with the perfect use of our jaw-dropping surfaces in your dwelling.
STUNNING HUES DESIGNS

try the new captivating designs and acrylic design made exclusively for mavens of exquisite style.

MINIMALISM WITH A NATURALIST TOUCH

naturalist at heart & a minimalist by passion

There can be colour variation in material from different batches. It is advised to use the same batch material to avoid colour variation. Actual colour of the laminate sheet may vary from this brochure.
ULTIMATE SERENE STYLE

select the most bewitching surfaces for embellishing your space for a timeless appearance.

not all those who wander are lost.
A CELEBRATION OF EXQUISITE DETAILS.

There Can Be Colour Variation In Material From Different Batches. It Is Advised To Use Same Batch Material To Avoid Colour Variation. Actual Colour Of The Laminate Sheet May Vary From This Brochure.
There Can Be Colour Variation In Material From Different Batches. It Is Advised To Use Same Batch Material To Avoid Colour Variation. Actual Colour Of The Laminate Sheet May Vary From This Brochure.

ECLECTIC AND INSPIRING

when you have such an elite range of acrylic in your vicinity, you can’t help but flaunt it.
let your surrounding speak the language of unmatched urbanity with these exceptional acrylic.

There Can Be Colour Variation In Material From Different Batches. It Is Advised To Use Same Batch Material To Avoid Colour Variation. Actual Colour Of The Laminate Sheet May Vary From This Brochure.
SENSATIONAL AND CHARISMATIC

let these unostentatious surfaces take over your arena and spread the enigmatic charm of nature all around.

APPLE LAM High Gloss Acrylic Laminates Comes Protected With A High-quality Protective Film Which Is Only Removed At The Completion Of All Installation Work

After The Protected Film Is Removed, There Still Presence Of Solvent From The Adhesive Coating Of The Protective Film On The Surface Of The High Gloss Acrylic Laminates. An Electrostatic Charge Is Built - In And Attracts Dust Onto The Surface Of The Panel.

During This Time, The Acrylic Laminate Surface Will Also Cures Out Under The Influence Of Normal Air Humidity. Under Normal Circumstances, The ‘curing’ Process Will Take Approximately 72 Hours For The Surface To Be Totally Cured. In Order To Speed Up The Process, We Recommend Cleaning The High Gloss Surface With Colin Glass Cleaner And Soft Micro Fibre Cloth According To The Procedure Below

WARNING

DO NOT use any of the following cleaning products.
• Alcohol-based cleaners
• Solvent-based cleaners
• Abrasive cleaners
• Petrol, pinewood or oil based cleaners
• Cloth other than a micro fiber

In recent time fake products have created a serious problem across the country. always buy original APPLE LAM products. before buying, please check APPLE LAM sticker & ensure whether you have enough original APPLE LAM products.